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Company Profile

Japanese calligraphy, is the art of black & white. It is the highly developed art of drawing 

letters with pure black ink on white paper.  The writing brush is the most important tool in 

Japanese calligraphy. As Japan's largest manufacturer of writing brushes, for over 300 

years we have maintained traditional skills of making this important tool.

Products/ Concept

Akashiya Brush tips are meticulously crafted by our skilled professionals

【SAI Coloring Brush Pen15＋】SAI Coloring Brush Pen's tips are meticulously crafted by 

our skilled professionals. Water-based dye ink faithfully reproduces Japan's elegant 

traditional colors.

【Brush Pen KOTO】・Pen bodies are wrapped in Japanese Washi paper with elegantly 

colored Kyo-yuzen designs and stylishly colored Edo-komon designs

【Bamboo Brush Pen】・Crafted in Nara this brush pen is made of bamboo wood and is a 

traditional tool for artists and calligraphers
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商品画像1点（レイアウト自由）

Home Decorative Accessories Stationery

<ITEM1>
SAI Coloring Brush Pen15＋

Retail price in Japan:￥3,500（Excluding tax）
Size: W23.0cm×D18.4cm×H1.8cm

Weight: 200g

<ITEM２>

Brush Pen KOTO
Retail price in Japan:￥500（Excluding tax）
Size: W1.5cm×H17.8cm×D1.5cm

Weight:: 14g

<ITEM3>

Bamboo Brush Pen
Retail price in Japan:￥2,500（Excluding tax）
Size: W6.0cm×D19.8cm×H3.2cm

Weight:95g



SIKIGU

TAISEI Co., Ltd. ／ Mr.Kosuke Yamaoka ／ k-yamaoka@taisei-p.co.jp／（+81）6-6210-5193 ／ 13F,3-2,Minamisemba2,Chuo-ku,Osaka-shi,Osaka,JAPAN

https://www.taisei-shiki.jp/

Company Profile
Our company is headquartered in Osaka.Osaka is Japan's only registered "paper 
container"region.Paper container is a world class industrial technology developed by the 
advanced and delicate techniques and ingenuity of Japanese craftsman, taking into 
account various processing techniques such as paper manufacturing and printing. We 
develop products to suggest new ways paper for a sustainable age.

Products/ Concept

SIKIGU is a brand that proposes tools made from paper, “Shiki-gu (‘Paper-Tools’ 

in Japanese)“.“Shiki-gu” considers paper as a partner of our daily lives, reframes 

its core values as “deliver, contain, install”, and create a new daily necessity.
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<ITEM1>
POCHI-PON
Retail price in Japan:￥1,200（Excluding tax/3-piece 
set）
Size: W 2.6 cm x D 2.6cm x H 8.8cm
Weight: 15g

<ITEM２>
TWO TRAY
Retail price in Japan:Lsize/￥1,480 Ssize/￥1,310 
tiangle/￥1,310

（Excluding tax）
Size: W 20.5cm x D13.5cm x H1.6cm     Weight:: 35g

<ITEM3>
FUMIBAKO
Retail price in Japan:Lsize/￥5,880 Ssize/￥4,500（
Excluding tax）
Size: W 27.5cm x D 19.85cm x H 6.65cm
Weight:130g


